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Shippers Details
1
3
Others
Fields
Set Read-Only
Set Hidden
Set Mandatory
Charge To
CASH option
Payer Account No
Insurance Check Box
Shipper Account Number
Shipper Contact Name
Shipper Company Name
Shipper Reference
Shipper Address
Shipper Phone
Shipper Federal Tax ID option box
Shipper Federal Tax ID
Shipper IE/RG
Receiver Contact Name
Receiver Company Name
Receiver Address
Receiver Address Book
Receiver Phone
Receiver Federal Tax ID option box
Receiver Tax ID
Receiver IE/RG
Fields
Set Read-Only
Set Hidden
Set Mandatory
Product Type
Product
Destination Duties/Taxes Option Box
Destination Duties/Taxes
Receivers Details
2
Version 04.00.07
4
Special Setting
Fields
Set Allow
Allow DHL Global Mail Business
Allow PDF expiry
Allow Extended Liability
Allow Promo Code
5
Product Setting
Domestic Product
Set Allow
Document Liability
Domestic Express Envelope
Domestic Economy Select
Domestic Sprintline
Domestic Express Easy
(FTR) Exemption: 
Charge to
Shipment Insurance Required ?
 Payer account number and insurance details
2
 From (Shipper)
 To (Receiver)
Yes
5
 Shipment details
6
7
8
 Full description of contents
 Non Document shipment only (Customs Requirements)
 Shipper's agreement 
Shipper's Account Number *
To charge the shipment to your DHL account, enter your account number here. If you do not have an account, please contact DHL Customer Services to arrange for one. Please note that a Shippers' account number may be required when either a Receiver or 3rd Party payment option has been selected.
Shipper's Reference
Company Name *
Address *
Postcode *
Suburb
State
Postcode *
Suburb
Company Name *
Address *
Contact Person *
Country *
Phone *
Phone *
Contact Name *
Piece Weight *           
Length
Width 
Height
Give content and quantity *
Shipper's VAT/GST number
Receiver's VAT/GST
Declared Value for Customs
(as on commercial/profoma invoice)
Harmonised Commodity Code
(if applicable)
TYPE OF EXPORT
Destination duties/taxes
specify approved account number
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, I/we agree that DHL’s Terms and Conditions of 
Carriage are all the terms of the contract between me/us and DHL and (1) such Terms and 
Conditions  and, where applicable, the Warsaw Convention limits and/or excludes DHL’s liability 
for loss, damage or delay and (2) this shipment does not contain cash or dangerous goods 
Insured value 
Date:
4
City *
Country *
City *
For quick and reliable export of declarable items, DHL needs precise information on the characteristics of the export including actual value of the goods.
For quick and reliable export of declarable items, DHL needs precise information on the characteristics of the export including actual value of the goods.
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See
Shipment Form
)
Version 04.00.07
Payer Account No *
Language-EN
Type
Product
 Pieces*
Total number of Packages : 
Fill in the number of pieces in your shipment,the total weight rounded up to the nearest 1/2 kilo and size of each piece in cm (length*width*height)
Total Weight : 
Fill in the number of pieces in your shipment,the total weight rounded up to the nearest 1/2 kilo and size of each piece in cm (length*width*height)
Kg(s)
Lb(s)
State
Federal Tax ID
Federal Tax ID
IE/RG
IE/RG
Products & Services
(*Products not available to and from all location.Please go to 
http://dct.dhl.com 
to check on it.)
Please use ";" if entering
multiple email ID's
(see 
Street Name *
Complement *
Neighborhood *
Street Name *
Compliment
Neighborhood *
no
Please Select
N
3
Dimensions in IN
Dimensions in CM
..\1024px-Dhl_logo.svg.png
Enter Password to Unlock Configuration Page:
I acknowledge that my personal information will be collected, used and outsourced for purposes
related to performance of DHL Express Services, and will be retained until the above mentioned 
purposes are fulfilled. I am aware that I cannot use DHL Express services if I do not agree to same.
..\help.jpg
http://www.dhl.com/content/dam/downloads/g0/express/emailship_page/userguides/dhl_emailship_userguide_en.pdf
Promotion Code
Extended Liability Required ?
Extended Liability
1
Incoterm *            
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Customs Document
Payer of GST/VAT
Type of Export
Terms of Payment
Currency Code
Date
Invoice Number
Shipment Reference
Please note that maximum of 10 items can be added
Type Of Invoice *
 Shipper
 Receiver
 Bill to Third Party
1
2
3
 Invoice Details
4
 Shipping Terms
5
 Comments
6
(To be filled for Dutiable Shipments Only)
Full Description of Goods *
QTY *
Unit
Value *
Subtotal
Value
Unit Net
Weight 
Subtotal
Weight
Country of
State of Origin
No.
(Applicable for Australia only)
 Item Description
7
Unit of 
Measure
Commodity
Code
Origin *
Total Declared Value
Total Pieces
Total Net Weight
Total Gross Weight
kg(s)
kg(s)
Version 04.00.07
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Pickup Form
1
  Shipper
Account Number *
Contact Name *	
Company Name *
Phone *
Ext.
Address *
City *
Postcode *
State/Province
Country *
2
  Pick Up Details
Date of Pickup *
Pickup Weight *
Total Pieces*
Ready By Time *
:
Closing Time *
:
3
  Location Details
Location Type *
Location of Package(s) *
4
  Special Instruction
Version 04.00.07
Suburb
Street Name *
Complement *
Neighborhood *
*********
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Packing List
 Receiver
1
 Shipper
2
 Packing Details
3
Packing List Number *
Date
 Remarks
4
Please note that maximum of 10 items can be added
Packing No *
Description of Goods *
Quantity *
Net Weight *
Gross Weight *
Measurement 
No.
 Item Description
5
UOM
(To be filled by Taiwan Shippers for dutiable shipments only)
Total *
kg(s)
kg(s)
Version 04.00.07
CU.FT
 DHL EXPRESS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CARRIAGE("Terms and Conditions")
Version 04.00.07
4 Inspection
DHL has the right to open and inspect a Shipment without  notice. 
 
5 Shipment Charges 
DHL's Shipment charges are calculated according to the higher of actual or volumetric weight and any Shipment may be re-weighed and re-measured by DHL to confirm this calculation. Shipper shall pay or reimburse DHL for all Shipment charges, ancillary charges, duties and taxes owed for services provided by DHL or incurred by DHL on Shipper's or Receiver's or any third party's behalf and all claims, damages, fines and expenses incurred if the Shipment is deemed unacceptable for transport as described in Section 2.
 
6 DHL's Liability
DHL's liability is strictly limited to direct loss and damage only and to the per kilo/Ib limits in this Section 6.  All other types of loss or damage are excluded (including but not limited to lost profits, income, interest, future business), whether such loss or damage is special or indirect, and even if the risk of such loss or damage was brought to DHL's attention before or after acceptance of the Shipment.  If a Shipment combines carriage by air, road or other mode of transport, it shall be deemed to have been carried by air.  DHL's liability in respect of any one Shipment transported, without prejudice to Sections 7-11, is limited to its actual cash value and shall not exceed :  
 
      $US 25.00/kilogram or $US 11.34/lb for Shipments transported by air or 
      other non-road mode of transportation; or 
      $US 12.00/kilogram or $US 5.44/lb for Shipments transported by road .
 
Claims are limited to one claim per Shipment settlement of which will be full and final settlement for all loss or damage in connection therewith. If Shipper regards these limits as insufficient it must make a special declaration of value and request insurance as described in Section 8 (Shipment Insurance) or make its own insurance arrangements, failing which Shipper assumes all risks of loss or damage.
 
For China Domestic Shipment
DHL's liability in respect of any one Shipment transported within the boundaries of P.R. China, is limited to RMB20.00/kilogram.
 
7 Time Limits for Claims
All claims must be submitted in writing to DHL within thirty (30) days from the date that DHL accepted the Shipment, failing which DHL shall have no liability whatsoever. 
 
8 Shipment Insurance *
DHL can arrange insurance for Shipper covering the actual cash value in respect of loss of or physical damage to the Shipment, provided the Shipper completes the insurance section on the front of the waybill or requests it via DHL's automated systems and pays the applicable premium.  Shipment insurance does not cover indirect loss or damage, or loss or damage caused by delays. 
 
9 Delayed Shipments and Money- Back Guarantee
DHL will make every reasonable effort to deliver the Shipment according to DHL's regular delivery schedules, but these schedules are not binding and do not form part of the contract.   DHL is not liable for any damages or loss caused by delays. Certain services have a money-back guarantee which provides for a credit or refund for delay of all or a part of the Shipment's transport charges in some cases. The Money-Back Guarantee Terms and Conditions are available on the DHL website (www.dhl.com) or from DHL Customer Service.
 
                                              
                                               IMPORTANT NOTICE
 
When ordering DHL's services you, as “Shipper”, are agreeing, on your behalf and on behalf of anyone else with an interest in the Shipment, that the Terms and Conditions shall apply from the time that DHL accepts the Shipment unless otherwise agreed in writing by an authorised officer of DHL.
  
“Shipment” means all documents or parcels that travel under one waybill and which may be carried by any means DHL chooses, including air, road or any other carrier. A “waybill” shall include any label produced by DHL automated systems, waybill, or consignment note and shall incorporate these Terms and Conditions. Every Shipment is transported on a limited liability basis as provided herein.  If Shipper requires greater protection, then insurance may be arranged at an additional cost.  (Please see below for further information).  
“DHL” means any member of the DHL Express Network.
1 Customs, Exports and Imports
DHL may perform any of the following activities on Shipper's behalf in order to provide its services to Shipper: (1) complete any documents, amend product or service codes, and pay any duties or taxes required under applicable laws and regulations, (2) act as Shipper's forwarding agent for customs and export control purposes and as Receiver solely for the purpose of designating a customs broker to perform customs clearance and entry and (3) redirect the Shipment to Receiver's import broker or other address upon request by any person who DHL believes in its reasonable opinion to be authorised.
 
2 Unacceptable Shipments
Shipper agrees that its Shipment is acceptable for transportation and is deemed unacceptable if:-
 
•  it is classified as hazardous material, dangerous goods, prohibited or restricted  
   articles by IATA (International Air Transport Association), ICAO (International  
   Civil Aviation Organisation),ADR(European Road Transport Regulation on 
   dangerous goods), any applicable government department  or other relevant 
   organisation;
•  no customs declaration is made when required by applicable customs 
   regulations; 
•  It contains counterfeit goods, animals, bullion, currency,banderols/tax stickers, 
   bearer form negotiable instruments, precious metals and stones:real or imitation   
   firearms, parts thereof,weapons,explosives and ammunition: human remains, 
   pornography or illegal narcotics/drugs.
•  it contains any other item which DHL decides cannot be carried safely or 
   legally , or
•  its packaging is defective or inadequate.
 
3 Deliveries and Undeliverables
Shipments cannot be delivered to PO boxes or postal codes.  Shipments are delivered to the Receiver's address given by Shipper (which in the case of mail services shall be deemed to be the first receiving postal service) but not necessarily to the named Receiver personally. Shipments to addresses with a central receiving area will be delivered to that area.  If the Shipment is deemed to be unacceptable, or it has been undervalued for customs purposes, or Receiver cannot be reasonably identified or located,or Receiver refuses delivery or to pay for delivery, DHL shall use reasonable efforts to return the Shipment to Shipper at Shipper's cost, failing which the Shipment may be released, disposed of or sold by DHL without incurring any liability whatsoever to Shipper or anyone else, with the proceeds applied against service charges and related administrative costs and the balance of the proceeds of a sale to be returned to Shipper.
 
10 Circumstances Beyond DHL's Control
DHL is not liable for any loss or damage arising out of circumstances beyond DHL's control.  These include but are not limited to:-  electrical or magnetic damage to, or erasure of, electronic or photographic images, data or recordings;any defect or characteristic. related to the nature of the Shipment,even if known to DHL;any act or omission by a person not employed or contracted by DHL e.g. Shipper,Receiver,third party, customs or other government official; "Force Majeure" - e.g. earthquake,cyclone,storm,flood,fog,war,plane crash or embargo, riot or civil commotion,industrial action.
 
11 International Conventions
If the Shipment is transported by air and involves an ultimate destination or stop in a country other than the country of departure, the Warsaw Convention or the Montreal Convention, as applicable, governs. For international road transportation,the Convention for International Carriage of Goods by Road(CMR) may apply. These 
conventions limit DHL's liability for loss or damage
12 Shipper's Warranties and Indemnity
Shipper shall indemnify and hold DHL harmless for any loss or damage arising out of Shipper's failure to comply with any applicable laws or regulations and for Shipper's breach of the following warranties and representations:-
 
•   all information provided by Shipper or its representatives is complete and 
    accurate;
•   the Shipment was prepared in secure premises by Shipper's employees;
•   Shipper employed reliable staff to prepare the Shipment;
•   Shipper protected the Shipment against unauthorised interference during 
    preparation, storage and transportation to DHL;
•   the Shipment is properly marked and addressed and packed to ensure safe 
    transportation with ordinary care in handling; 
•   all applicable customs, import, export and other laws and regulations have been 
    complied with; and
•   the waybill has been signed by Shipper's authorised representative and the 
    Terms and Conditions constitute binding and enforceable obligations of Shipper.
  
13 Routing
Shipper agrees to all routing and diversion, including the possibility that the Shipment may be carried via intermediate stopping places.
 
14 Governing Law
Any dispute arising under or in any way connected with these Terms and Conditions shall be subject, for the benefit of DHL, to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of, and governed by the law of, the country of origin of the Shipment and Shipper irrevocably submits to such jurisdiction, unless contrary to applicable law.
 
15 Severability
The invalidity or unenforceable of any provision shall not affect any other part of these Terms and Conditions.
 
 
* Not available for mail services
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This is a PDF based application which can be used create and send a shipment, create and book a courier
DHL EmailShip
Declared Value must be an integer as the currency selected is `JPY'. Please re-enter the declared value.
Declared value must be numeric. Please re-enter the value
Insured Value must be an integer as the currency selected is ‘JPY’. Please re-enter the insured value.
Unit Value must be an integer as the currency selected is ‘JPY’. Please re-enter the unit value.
Insurance value must be numeric. Please re-enter the value.
You have not completed one or more mandatory field(s) in Receiver section. Kindly fill in the following mandatory field(s) accordingly.
Total Shipment packages can not exceed 
99
Piece number can not be zero.
Piece 1
Please be informed that Shipment has to be performed along with Pickup request.
Account number can not be greater than 9 digit.
Are you sure to clear all field of receiver section?
You can only send up to 4 multiple delivery notification per shipment.
One of the Email address is invalid, Please check and re-enter the correct email address accordingly.
There is no record found in Address Book.
Do you wish to delete the selected record?
Do u wish to update the existing record? Click No to save as a new reciever.
Address Book is full, Please delete some records.
Record already exist with same information. Do you want to add another record ?
Bill to Third Party cannot be more than 8 lines.
Piece Weight1
Piece Weight2
Piece Weight3
Piece Weight4
Piece Weight5
Piece Weight6
Piece Weight7
Piece Weight8
Piece Weight9
Piece Weight10
You have not clicked the 'Process Shipment' button or 'Request a Pickup' button. Please select 'Process Shipment', 'Request a Pickup' or both to proceed.
You have not completed one or more mandatory field(s). Kindly fill in the following mandatory field(s) accordingly.
The product you have selected is not supported by the system.
The product you have selected is incorrect. Please check and re-enter the correct product code.
The system is not able to process your shipment due to destination country and/or product selection. Please check and re-enter the correct destination country and/or product.
You have not completed the Customs Invoice of your shipment. Do you wish to prepare the Customs Invoice now?
Customs Invoice for dutiable shipment is compulsory. Kindly fill in the mandatory fields marked (*). Do you wish to complete the Customs Invoice now? If you select “No”, details in the Customs Invoice will be discarded.
The shipment declaration value is not consistent with the declared value stated on the Commercial Invoice. Please re-enter the valid shipment declaration value accordingly.
The shipment weight is less than the net weight stated on the Customs Document. Please re-enter the shipment weight accordingly.
Ready By Time must be greater than 00:00
Closing Time must be greater than 00:00
Ready By time cannot be greater than Closing Time.
Under 'Business' category, the Ready By Time must be 1 hour before Closing Time.
Under 'Residence' category, the Ready By Time must be 2 hours before Closing Time.
The pickup Ready By time you have entered cannot be less than your PC’s current time.
The shipment total number of packages cannot exceed the pick up total pieces. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The shipment total weight cannot exceed the pick up total weight. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
Please be informed that pickup has to be performed along with Shipment request.
Invalid Product Combination selected.
Total weight can not exceed 99999.9 kg
Are you sure you want to clear all fields in the current page?
The account number field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct account number accordingly.
DHL account number should not be less than 9 digits. Please check and re-enter the correct account number accordingly.
DHL Cash shipment account number should not be less then 2 or more then 12 characters. Please check and re-enter the correct cash account number accordingly.
The account number you have entered is an invalid DHL account number. Please check and re-enter the correct account number accordingly.
The Shipper CNPJ/CPF is invalid. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Shipper IE/RG is invalid. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Receiver CNPJ/CPF is invalid. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Receiver IE/RG is invalid. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The shipper postal code is invalid. The postal code field only accepts Alpha numeric, space, plus sign and hyphen only. Please check and re-enter the correct postal code accordingly.
Invalid Shipper Postcode. Appropriate format for Shipper Postcode format is/are
The shipper country is using postcode and shipper postcode is not entered
The shipper phone is invalid. The phone field only accepts Alpha numeric, space, plus sign and hyphen only. Please check and re-enter the correct phone number accordingly.
Invalid Receiver Postcode. Appropriate format for Receiver Postcode format is/are
The receiver country is using postcode and receiver postcode is not entered
The total number of packages field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct total number of packages accordingly.
The total number of packages of the shipment must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct total number of packages accordingly.
The total weight field is a positive numeric field and it allows 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct total weight accordingly.
The maximum weight for a Jumbo Box is 35kg. Please check and ensure your shipment does not exceed 35kg.
The maximum weight for a Jumbo Junior Box is 15kg. Please check and ensure the shipment does not exceed 15kg.
The total weight of the shipment must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct total weight accordingly.
The value of the total shipment weight cannot exceed more than 99999.9 kg(s). Please check and re-enter the correct weight accordingly.
The piece weight field is a positive numeric field and it allows 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct piece weight accordingly
The destination duty - other account number field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct account number.
DHL destination duty - other account number should not be less than 9 digits. Please check and re-enter the correct account number.
The destination duty - other account number you have entered is an invalid DHL account number. Please check and re-enter the correct account number
The shipment date you have entered is invalid.Please check and re-enter the correct date accordingly.
The shipment date you have entered is in an invalid pattern. The valid date pattern is DD-MM-YYYY.
The shipment date you have entered cannot be less than today's date.
The shipment date you have entered has exceeded the maximum ten days in advance of today's date.
Invalid Shipper and Receiver Postcode. Appropriate format for Shipper Postcode format is/are
and Receiver Postcode format is/are 
The shipper and receiver country is using postcode, shipper and receiver postcode is not entered
. Do you want to change it?
The insured value field is a positive numeric field and it allows up to 2 decimal values only. Please check and re-enter the correct insured value accordingly.
The insured value field only allows up to 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct insured value accordingly.
The insured value of the shipment has exceeded maximum allowed 99999999.99. Please check and re-enter the correct insured value accordingly.
The insured value of the shipment must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct insured value accordingly.
The piece number field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The piece length field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct length of the shipment accordingly.
The piece width field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct width of the shipment accordingly.
The piece height field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct height of the shipment accordingly.
The phone extension field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct phone extension accordingly.
Express Envelope weight cannot exceed 0.3kg.
Express Envelope is paid by cash.
The current eMailship only support Adobe Reader!!
Address *
Street No
Street Name *
Complement
Neighborhood
Combination input of house no, and street name shall not exceed 35 characters.  Your input will be trimmed to 35 characters automatically.
Domestic shipment not offered for this country in EmailShip. Please contact customer service  for appropriate tools to perform a domestic shipment. 
The Shipper VAT/GST Number field is a numeric field only. Please check and verify your shipper VAT/GST Number accordingly.
The Receiver VAT/GST Number field is a numeric field only. Please check and verify your receiver VAT/GST Number accordingly.
The declared value for custom field is a positive numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct customs declaration value accordingly.
The declared value for customs field only allows up to 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct customs declaration value accordingly.
The declared value for customs field is a positive numeric field and it allows up to 2 decimal values only. Please check and re-enter the correct customs declaration value accordingly.
The total declared value has exceeded maximum allowed 99999999.99. Please check and re-enter the correct total declared value accordingly.
The total declared value of the shipment must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct declared value accordingly.
The shipment pick up date you have entered is invalid. Please check and re-enter the correct date accordingly.
The shipment pick up date you have entered is in an invalid pattern. The valid date pattern is DD-MM-YYYY.
The shipment pick up date you have entered cannot be less than today's date.
The shipment pick up date you have entered has exceeded the maximum ten days in advance of today's date.
The pick up total weight field only allows up to 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The pick up total weight field only allows positive numeric field up to 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The total shipment weight of your pickup request must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct total shipment weight accordingly.
The value of the pickup weight cannot be more than 99999.9 kg(s). Please check and re-enter the weight accordingly.
The pick up total pieces field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct total number of pieces accordingly.
The total number of pieces of your pickup request must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct total number of pieces accordingly.
Invalid Pickup Postcode. Appropriate format for Pickup Postcode is/are 
The pickup country is using postcode and pickup postcode is not entered
The packing list - item quantity field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The declared quantity of items on packing list must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct quantity of items you are sending accordingly.
The Packing List - item net weight field only allows positive numeric field up to 3 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Packing List - item net weight field only allows up to 3 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The item's nett weight on packing list must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct nett weight accordingly.
The Packing List - item net weight field has exceeded maximum allowed 99999.999. Please check and re-enter the correct item net weight value accordingly.
The Packing List - item gross weight field only allows positive numeric field up to 3 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Packing List - item gross weight field only allows up to 3 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The item's gross weight on packing list must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct gross weight accordingly.
The Packing List - item gross weight field has exceeded maximum allowed 99999.999. Please check and re-enter the correct item gross weight value accordingly.
The Packing List - item measurement field is a positive numeric field and it allows up to 2 decimal points only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Packing List - item measurement field only allows up to 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Packing List - item measurement field is a positive numeric field and it allows up to 2 decimal points only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The item's measurement on packing list(s) must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct unit value of the item accordingly.
The customs document - item quantity field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The declared quantity of items on customs document(s) must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct quantity of items you are
The customs document - item unit value field is a numeric field only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Customs Document - item unit value field is a positive numeric field and it allows up to 2 decimal points only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Customs Document - item unit value field only allows up to 1 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The item's unit value declared on customs document(s) must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct unit value of the item accordingly.
The Customs Document - item unit net weight field only allows positive numeric field up to 3 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The Customs Document - item unit net weight field only allows up to 3 decimal point only. Please check and re-enter the correct value accordingly.
The item's unit nett weight on customs document(s) must not be zero. Please check and re-enter the correct unit nett weight accordingly.
The Customs Document - item unit net weight field has exceeded maximum allowed 99999.999. Please check and re-enter the correct item unit net weight value accordingly.
The Customs Document – subtotal weight field has exceeded maximum allowed 99999.999. Please check and re-enter the correct qty or unit net weight accordingly
Following fields are blank
The total declared value has reached maximum allowed 99999999.99
The total declared value has exceeded maximum allowed 99999999.99. Please check and re-enter the correct total declared value accordingly.
Packing List for dutiable shipment is compulsory. Kindly fill in the mandatory fields marked (*). Do you wish to complete the Packing List now? If you select “No”, details in the Packing List will be discarded.
You have not completed the Packing List of your shipment. Do you wish to prepare the Packing List now?
If you have sent your shipment and or pickup request to DHL please check your email inbox for a reply from emailship@dhl.com
Payer Account Number
Shipper Account Number
Shipment Insurance
Shipper Contact Name
Shipper Company Name
Shipper Address
Shipper City
Shipper Country
Shipper Phone
Receiver Company Name
Receiver Address
Receiver City
Receiver Country
Receiver Contact Person
Receiver Phone
Shipment Product - Other Product
Number of Packages
Shipment Weight
Shipment Piece Length 1
Shipment Piece Length 2
Shipment Piece Length 3
Shipment Piece Length 4
Shipment Piece Length 5
Shipment Piece Width 1
Shipment Piece Height 1
Shipment Piece Width 2
Shipment Piece Height 2
Shipment Piece Width 3
Shipment Piece Height 3
Shipment Piece Width 4
Shipment Piece Height 4
Shipment Piece Width 5
Shipment Piece Height 5
Shipment Piece Length 6
Shipment Piece Width 6
Shipment Piece Height 6
Shipment Piece Length 7
Shipment Piece Width 7
Shipment Piece Height 7
Shipment Piece Length 8
Shipment Piece Width 8
Shipment Piece Height 8
Shipment Piece Length 9
Shipment Piece Width 9
Shipment Piece Height 9
Shipment Piece Length 10
Shipment Piece Width 10
Shipment Piece Height 10
Description of Content
Duty Account Number
I Agree
Shipment Date
Declared Value for Customs
Customs Document - Type of Invoice
Customs Document - Description of goods for item
Customs Document - Quantity for item 
Customs Document - Unit Value for item 
Customs Document - Unit Net Weight for item 
Customs Document - Country/Location of Origin for item 
Customs Document - State of Origin for item 
Pickup - Shipper Account Number
Pickup - Shipper Contact Name
Pickup - Shipper Company Name
Pickup - Shipper Phone
Pickup - Shipper Address
Pickup - Shipper City
Pickup - Shipper Country
Pickup - Date of Pickup
Pickup - Pickup Weight
Pickup - Total Pieces
Pickup - Location of Packages
Extended Ascii characters are not allowed
Packing List - Packing List Number
Packing List - Packing No for item
Packing List - Description for item
Packing List - Quantity for item
Packing List - Net weight for item
Packing List - Gross weight for item
Packing List - Measurement for item
Packing List - Total Packages
Weight can not exceed 99999.9, Please enter value less than 99999.9
Piece weight can not be zero
Weight can not exceed 35 kg in case of Jumbo Box
Weight can not exceed 25 kg in case of Jumbo Junior
The insured value and declared value currency must be the same. Do you want to continue?
For international shipments, you are not allowed to use local currency.Please change it accordingly
The insured value cannot be greater than the declared value. Please check and change it accordingly
The shipment weight's unit of measurement is different from pickup weight's unit of measurement. Please select the correct value accordingly.
Receiver State
Shipper Postcode
Shipper Suburb
Receiver Postcode
Receiver Suburb
Pickup - Shipper Postcode
Pickup - Shipper Suburb
Shipper Reference
Dutiable shipments with a single commodity valued over $2500 USD may require you to file your Electronic Export Information (EEI). If your shipment requires you to file EEI to receive an Internal Transaction Number (ITN) from the US Government, please utilize our shipping website at www.dhl-usa.com to prepare your shipment.

If your shipment is exempt from this requirement and does not require an ITN, please proceed to process your shipment as normal.
DHL account number should not be less than 2 or more than 12 characters. Please check and re-enter the correct account number accordingly.
Domestic shipments are not offered for this country in EmailShip. Please contact customer service for the appropriate tool(s) to create a domestic shipment. Your local customer service contact information can be found at: http://www.dhl.com/en/contact_center/contact_express.html
This form has expired, please contact your Account Manager or your eCom helpdesk.
Piece Weight 11
Piece Weight 20
Piece Weight 19
Piece Weight 18
Piece Weight 17
Piece Weight 16
Piece Weight 15
Piece Weight 14
Piece Weight 13
Piece Weight 12
Shipment Piece Height 11
Shipment Piece Width 11
Shipment Piece Length 11
Shipment Piece Length 20
Shipment Piece Length 19
Shipment Piece Length 18
Shipment Piece Length 17
Shipment Piece Length 16
Shipment Piece Length 15
Shipment Piece Length 14
Shipment Piece Length 13
Shipment Piece Length 12
Shipment Piece Width 12
Shipment Piece Width 20
Shipment Piece Width 19
Shipment Piece Width 18
Shipment Piece Width 17
Shipment Piece Width 16
Shipment Piece Width 15
Shipment Piece Width 14
Shipment Piece Width 13
Shipment Piece Height 20
Shipment Piece Height 19
Shipment Piece Height 18
Shipment Piece Height 17
Shipment Piece Height 16
Shipment Piece Height 15
Shipment Piece Height 14
Shipment Piece Height 13
Shipment Piece Height 12
Do you wish to delete this record?
Do you wish to add this record?
The shipper reference history slot is currently full and your data is not saved, please delete some data on the shipper reference in order to store more data.
You have changed the Product Type to “Document”. Since shipment charges are also based on dimensions, do you want to re-type the information in Shipment Details?
If you are unable to find the message in your sent folder, your shipment/pickup request is not sent to DHL and your local network may be blocking IMAP traffic.
What you can do : -
1. Close this message box
2. Select the option “Click here if you do not have Desktop Mail and are unable    
3. Save the XML file provided.
4. You then need to manually email your shipment / pickup request to DHL. 
5. For instructions on how to manually send your shipment / pickup request
to access Internal mail service”  & click on the “Transmit to DHL” button
please click on the help icon”
If you are unable to find the message in your sent folder your local network may be blocking IMAP traffic. You need to select the “Transmit to DHL” button and save the XML file provided. You then need to manually email your shipment / pickup request to DHL. For instructions on how to manually send your shipment / pickup request please follow the URL below.
Dutiable shipments with a single commodity valued over $50,000 USD may require you to file your Electronic Export Information (EEI). If your shipment requires you to file EEI to receive an Internal Transaction Number (ITN) from the US Government, please utilize our shipping website at www.dhl-usa.com to prepare your shipment.

If your shipment is exempt from this requirement and does not require an ITN, please proceed to process your shipment as normal.
Address *
Address *
Shipper State
Pickup - Shipper State
The product that you have chosen is eligible for the extended liability service. Do you wish to opt for the extended liability service? 
The receiver phone is invalid. The phone field only accepts Alpha numeric, space, plus sign and hyphen only. Please check and re-enter the correct phone number accordingly.
The promotional code is currently not offer for selected receiver or third party billing type. Please change the billing to shipper to enjoy the current promotional campaign.
N
N
N
N
0
0
N
0
N
N
N
Address *
Postcode
Postcode
Address *
1
Please Select
Please Select
International NonDocument
International Document
Domestic
IND
ID
DO
Express 09:00
Express 10:30
Express 12:00
Express WorldWide
Economy Select
Jumbo Box (Box 5)
Jumbo Box (Box 8)
Express Easy
EX9
EX10
EX12
EWW
ES
JR
JB
ESY
RCNPJ
CNPJ
Local Currency
IND
DAP - Delivered At Place
Empty
Permanent
Local Currency
Kg(s)
Kg(s)
0.5
1
Address *
Empty
N/A
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